We present software that reconstructs genomes from shotgun metagenomic sequences using a reference-independent approach. This method permits the identification of OTUs in large complex communities where many species are unknown. Binning reduces the complexity of a metagenomic dataset enabling many downstream analyses previously unavailable. In this study we developed MetaBAT, a robust statistical framework that integrates probabilistic distances of genome abundance with sequence composition for automatic binning. Applying MetaBAT to a human gut microbiome dataset identified 173 highly specific genomes bins including many representing previously unidentified species.
INTRODUCTION
High throughput metagenome shotgun sequencing is a powerful tool to study microbial communities directly taken from their environment, thereby avoiding the requirement for cultivation or the biases that may arise from it. Most of the microbial diversity has not been isolated due to the technical difficulties in doing so; thus, most of the microbiome world is unknown. Detecting individual draft genomes in a process called metagenome binning (1,2) provides a substitute for direct isolation.
Generally, binning efficiency is dependent on the length of the metagenomic sequences being binned; therefore, the first step may be the assembly of the reads, typically by a de bruijn graph based short read assembler (3, 4) . Even draft genomes lacking full contiguity can approximate full genomes in many aspects as they can contain a near full set of genes.
The large number of metagenomic studies and the sheer volume of sequence being produced from each gives binning tools the crucial role of reducing data complexity opening up the possibility for more downstream analyses. Binning is superior to non-binning methods of annotating metagenomes, like rRNA and marker gene identification, since it is a more comprehensive, automatable, scalable and simple approach. Assuming the accuracy is on par with more manual protocols, automated binning software will also make metagenome annotation cheaper. Considering that a single sample of soil may contain 18,000 unique organisms (5) and that many metagenomic studies require comparing temporal or spatial communities, it is easy to see the advantages of automated binning software.
The large number of assembled contigs from a complex community creates a unique challenge for metagenome binning. Two classes of binning approaches have been developed to tackle this challenge (reviewed in (1) ). Supervised binning approach takes advantage of known genomes and relies on either sequence homology or a composition signature for binning (6, 7) . This approach does not work well on environmental samples where many of the microbes in these communities do not have close relatives with known genomes. In contrast, the unsupervised approach relies on either discriminative sequence composition (8, 9) or species (or genomic fragments) abundance (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) or both (15) (16) (17) . However, genomes obtained from complex communities using this approach contain many contaminants (2) , presumably due to lack of robust statistical measures.
Our software, MetaBAT (Metagenome Binning with Abundance and Tetra-nucleotide frequencies) not only combines tetra-nucleotide frequency (TNF) analysis with abundance analysis but leverages the variation in species abundance between samples. So if two genomes have the same abundance in one sample but significantly different abundances in another sample, they have the chance to be separated into two bins. Each additional sample will reinforce this separation. Genome abundance variation can be due to biologically explained differences or just an artifact of the sample collection itself. The power of this technique depends on the relative inter-sample variation versus intra-sample variation of a genome.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

An overview of MetaBAT software and its probabilistic models
Briefly, MetaBAT does the following. For each pair of contigs in a metagenome assembly, it first calculates their probabilistic distance: 1) based on the tetranucleotide frequency and 2) based on abundance. The two distances are integrated into one composite distance. All the pairwise distances form a matrix, which then is subject to a modified k-medoid clustering algorithm to iteratively bin the contigs into single genomes ( Figure 1 ).
We use tetranucleotide frequency as sequence composition signatures, as it has been previously shown that different microbial genomes have distinct TNF biases (18) (19) (20) (21) . To empirically derive a distance to discriminate TNFs of different genomes (TDP), we calculated the likelihood of inter-and intra-species Euclidean distance by using 1,414 unique, complete genome references from NCBI and it should be cautious to allow smaller contigs included in the binning.
Although contigs originating from the same genome are expected to have similar sequence coverage, i.e. genome abundance, the coverage of contigs can vary significantly, within a library, due to biases originated from the current sequencing technology (22) (23) (24) (25) . As illustrated in Figure 2e , the observed coverage variance derived from data consisting of isolate genome sequencing projects (total 99 from IMG Database (26), henceforth referred as the IMG dataset) significantly deviate from the theoretical Poisson distribution, consistent with the previous notion that both the variance and the mean should be modeled (27) . For computational convenience, we chose the normal distribution as an approximation since it fits the observation much better (Figure 2e ). To compute the abundance distance of two contigs in one sample, we use the area not shared by their inferred normal distributions with given coverage mean and variance ( Figure 2f ). A geometric mean of the distances for all samples is used for the final abundance distance probability (ADP) of two contigs. In addition, we applied a progressive weight mechanism to adjust the relative strength of the information from abundance distance, meaning that we put more weight on abundance distance when it was calculated from many samples (see below).
We then integrate TDP and ADP of each contig pairs as the following:
, where w = min [ log(n+1) / log(m+1), α ]. n, m, and α represent the number of samples, a large number (100 as the default), and the maximum weight of ADP (0.9 as the default), respectively. For instance, in the default setting, the weight would be about 0.5 when the number of samples is 10 and TDP is less than 0.05. The resulting distance matrix is used for binning (see below).
Tetranucleotide Frequency Probability Distance (TDP)
To establish empirical probabilities of intra-and inter-species for tetranucleotide frequency (TNF) distance, we compiled a set of unique, complete genomes from NCBI database, and shredded the genomes into fragments ranging from 2.5kb to 500kb and obtained 1 billion random contig pairs from within or between genomes using 1,414 unique complete genomes in NCBI. The empirical posterior probability that two contigs are from different genomes is given as the following:
, where T or R represent cases where two contigs are from different (inter) or the same (intra) species, respectively. D is the Euclidean TNF distance between two contigs. The same uninformative priors of T and R were chosen. In reality, P(T) is expected to be much bigger than P(R), thus we set P(T) = 10* P(R) as the default implementation to adjust the possible under-sampling issue in inter species distance.
The TDP of contig pairs with different sizes is approximated using logistic regression:
, where D ij represents a Euclidean TNF distance between contig i and j. b and c, the two parameters for the logistic regression, are estimated from the empirical data.
Abundance Distance Probability (ADP)
In complex microbial communities with many related species, homologous reads from one species can map to another and this leads to inaccurate contig abundance measurement. We therefore adopted a very stringent criterion by requiring mapped reads to have at least 97% identity over their entire length. To avoid the poor mapping at the contig edges, we also exclude one read length from each end of a contig for abundance calculation. MetaBAT accepts sorted BAM files as the default input (28) .
The probabilistic abundance distance was calculated as follows: Suppose two contigs have the mean coverage of µ 1 and µ 2 and the variances of σ 1 2 and σ 2 2 , then we defined the abundance distance as the non-shared area of two normal distribution of Ν(µ 1 , σ 1 2 ) and Ν(µ 2 , σ 2 2 ):
, where ϕ represents a normal distribution having two parameters µ and σ 2 . Numerically this can be simplified using cumulative distribution functions as follows assuming σ 2 2 is greater than σ 1 2 :
, where Φ represents a cumulative normal distribution, and
To combine multiple abundance probabilities across different samples, we calculated the geometric mean of probabilities:
, where P ijn represents the probability calculated from two abundances µ in and µ jn , and c represents a cutoff for reasonable minimum abundance for a contig.
As metagenome assemblies contain many small contigs, whether or not to include them is a dilemma: including small contigs will likely improve the genome completeness, at a cost in genome quality because their larger abundance variations make it harder to bin them correctly. We tried to empirically determine a reasonable contig size cutoff by plotting the ratio of mean and variance from the IMG single genome dataset. Although for most of genomes variances are much larger than means, their ratio becomes stabilized after contig size increases to 2.5kb (Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Iterative Binning
We modified the k-medoid clustering algorithm (29) to eliminate the requirement of the user input for k and to reduce search space for efficient binning. Specifically, the binning algorithm works as the following:
1. Find a seed contig (e.g. having the largest coverage), and set it as the initial medoid.
2. Recruit all other contigs within a cutoff distance (i.e. sensitivity parameters p1 and p2) to the seed.
3. Find a new medoid out of all member contigs.
4. Repeat 1-3 until there are no further updates to the medoid. These contigs form a bin.
5.
For the rest of the contigs, repeat 1-4 to form more bins until no contigs are left. 6 . Keep large bins (e.g. >200kb), and dissolve all other bins into free contigs.
7. For each of the large bins, recruit additional members from free contigs that are within another cutoff distance (i.e. sensitivity parameter p3) to any of the member contigs, to form the final genome bin.
RESULTS
Construction of a synthetic metagenomic assembly dataset for benchmarking MetaBAT
A metagenome dataset from the MetaHIT consortium (henceforth referred to as the MetaHIT dataset) (30) was chosen to benchmark MetaBAT because it contained a large number of samples and the community contains many species with reference genomes. We used the largest 256 metagenomic samples from a total of 262 MetaHIT samples. To find a reference genome set, we downloaded 9,673 reference bacterial genomes (complete and draft) from NCBI and mapped the MetaHIT metagenome reads to them using BBMAP (http://bbmap.sourceforge.net) with default parameters. 240 genomes can be found in one or more samples ( Supplementary Table S2 ). Only large and relatively abundant genomes (>200kb, total coverage > 5X in all samples combined and > 2X in at least 1 sample) are selected to form the reference genome set. These reference genomes, 237 in total, were then shredded into contigs of random sizes (> 2.5 kb) to mimic real metagenome assemblies without assembly errors or biases. In each of the 10 simulations, on average we generated 96,201 contigs.
These "error-free" metagenome contigs, along with their parental reference genomes representing true answers, were used in the following analyses to benchmark MetaBAT's binning performance.
We used three criteria to measure binning performance. The "completeness" criterion measures the ability to bin all contigs from the same genome; the "precision" criterion measures the binning specificity, or avoiding contigs from other "contaminant" genomes; and finally, "community completeness" criterion measures the ability to recover all the genomes that are present in the community. The specific definition of these criteria can be found in the supplemental materials.
Binning performance on error-free metagenomic assemblies
The above "error-free" metagenome contigs derived from 231 reference genomes and the 256 experimental metagenome sequence datasets were used to benchmark MetaBAT. We first tested
MetaBAT's efficiency with varying numbers of samples. Although the sample number varied, the number of sequences was kept constant. Overall the binning performance increased as the number of samples increased (Figure 3a) . The binned single genomes rarely contain "contaminant" contigs even with a small number of samples, although the genomes become more complete when more samples were used. This robust high precision feature is desirable since most current metagenome experiments have only a few samples. In addition, more near complete genomes are binned (community completeness metric) as the number of sample increases (Supplementary Figure S2 ).
Next we varied the community complexity and tested MetaBAT's performance. The reference genomes in the MetaHIT dataset belong to 8 phyla, 15 classes, 17 orders, 29 families, 60 genus, 141 species, and 237 strains. We constituted a synthetic community with the lowest complexity by choosing one genome from each phylum. Similarly, six more communities with increasing complexity were synthesized by choosing one genome from each class, order, family, genus, species or strain level. The community including all 237 strains is the most complex ( Supplementary Table S2 ). When the number of samples was fixed to 256 for all synthetic communities, MetaBAT displays robust performance as community complexity increases (Figure 3b ), predicting near complete genomes without significant contaminants at species level or above (100% median precision). In addition, 70% of the species from the community are recovered (Supplement Figure S2) . Remarkably, MetaBAT can discriminate among different strains within the same species with 94% precision, presumably due to its implementation of robust statistics metrics.
Using the same synthetic metagenome assemblies we compared the performance of MetaBAT against two other automatic binning methods using their default settings, MaxBin (31) and
MetaCluster (32) . MetaBAT outperforms both methods in completeness, precision and community completeness when the communities are complex (species level mixing or above, Figure 1c ,d and Supplement Figure S2 ).
Binning performance on real world metagenome assemblies
To validate the performance of MetaBAT on real metagenomic data sets, we first combined all the sequences from the 262 samples in the MetaHIT dataset and assembled them using Ray Meta Assembler (33) . We selected 60,619 contigs longer than 2.5kb for binning. To systematically explore the trade-offs between precision and completeness, we ran MetaBAT under 4 pre-specified parameter sets: very sensitive, sensitive, specific, and very specific.
As shown in Figure 4a , with the default 'sensitive' setting, among the 65 bins that have matching reference genomes, MetaBAT forms 37 near complete genomes with a mean size of 2.2Mb and 26 partial genomes having mean size of 1.0Mb. For the two bins that have poor reference genome matches (~20%), we could not distinguish whether they represented chimeric bins, or a distant relative of the matching reference. We found larger bins under the 'very sensitive' setting at the cost of more contamination, whereas the 'very specific' setting had no contamination but smaller bins with fewer complete genomes.
Further phylogenic analyses of the 108 putative genomes under the 'sensitive' setting suggest they encompass various taxonomic levels, including 16 new species only identifiable at the family level ( Supplementary Table S1 ).
DISCUSSION
In conclusion, we developed robust metagenome binning software, MetaBAT, and demonstrated its superior performance to reconstruct genomes from both synthetic and real world metagenome datasets. Applying MetaBAT to a complex human microbiome recovers hundreds of high quality genomes including many putative new species.
Although we showed that MetaBAT achieves robust binning on both synthetic and real metagenome assemblies, there are several considerations that users should keep in mind before applying MetaBAT to their metagenome assemblies. First, what would be the minimum number of samples for a successful binning? It is not necessary to have multiple samples to run the software.
MetaBAT can run with one sample and even accommodate TDP-only binning without abundance information. However, as shown in Figure3a, our general advice is that more samples would achieve better binning results. The number of samples in current metagenome studies is often decided by scientific aims other than best binning results. Even if we were to design an experiment for best binning results, the minimum number of samples would also depend on the degree of community structural differences among the samples.
Our general expectation is that, the greater the abundance of a target species varies among samples, the more likely MetaBAT will produce a good genome bin for this species. Second, we do not expect binning to work well with poor metagenome assemblies, e.g. assemblies including many small contigs less than 2.5kb. The distance metrics computed for small contigs will not be very reliable. Finally, the metaHIT dataset is unique as it contains many species with known reference genomes. In many environmental metagenome samples it may not be easy to evaluating the quality of the resulting genome bins, as most of their member species are unknown.
Since we are using an unsupervised approach for binning without any optimization towards any specific species, the binning performance estimated from known reference genomes should provide an unbiased estimation about the quality of the novel ones. Previously de novo metrics have been introduced to evaluate the quality of genome bins without reference matches (34) (35) (36) . However, based on our own experience, the marker gene based (core genes and single copy genes) quality assessment is not very accurate. For example, clustered core genes may cause overestimation of the completeness, and the fact that some bacteria may lack significant number of core genes will lead to underestimation of completeness. Moreover, we observed multiple alleles of a single gene were assembled into separate contigs, which leads to overestimation of the contamination. Figure 1 . Overview of the MetaBAT pipeline. Three preprocessing steps before MetaBAT is applied:
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1) A typical metagenome experiment may contain many spatial or time-series samples, each consisting of many different genomes (different color circles). 2) Each sample is sequenced by nextgeneration sequencing technology to form a sequencing library with many short reads.
3) The libraries may be combined before de novo assembly. After assembly, the reads from each sample must be aligned in separate BAM files. MetaBAT then automatically performs the remaining steps: 4)
For each contig pair, a tetranucleotide frequency distance probability (TDP) is calculated from a distribution modelled from 1,414 reference genomes. 5) For each contig pair, an abundance distance probability (ADP) across all the samples is calculated. 6) The TDP and ADP of each contig pair are then combined, and the resulting distance for all pairs form a distance matrix. 7) Each bin will be formed iteratively and exhaustively from the distance matrix. See below for more details. 
